This month's first is the start of two new product-lines. The first kickoff is the introduction of truck models. The second kickoff is the introduction of jewelry, accessories and USB sticks. See below for the news items. A2MODELS wishes everyone a happy new year.

Our collection modelcars is expanded with the next models:
Available in scales 1:76 / 1:87 / 1:120 and 1:160

- Bedford TA 1953
- Studebaker 2R5 1949
- Mini Minor 1959
- Blue cartaxi.
- Red Mobilgas tanker.
- 'Britain', red model with the British flag on the roof

Our collection custom modelcars is expanded with the next models:
Available in scales 1:76 / 1:87, 1:120 and 1:160

- Volkswagen Beetle 1956
- Volkswagen Transporter T1 1950
- Custom Topchop model, black with cream, on 21” chrome wheels.
- Custom Topchop model, 'Oldskool'.
Accessories

This month is the introduction of our jewelry, accessories, rings and earrings line. We start with a few models like the Citroën Ami6, Mini Minor and the Volkswagen Beetle. In time, all our models will be available as rings and earrings. If a model is nog yet available in the webshop, we can make it on demand for you.

Low_Res DS

The Low_Res DS serie is based on the simple idea that objects basically consists of many small two-dimensional triangles. When zoomed in on an object, you can see these triangles. In a low resolution version of such object, the triangles expand to a visible size. The combination of today's modern digitalized world with our 3D printing technology, allows us to generate any low-resolution file from a higher resolution file. The Low_Res DS is our first model in this concept. The Low_Res DS is available in scale 1:87.
USB sticks

Also new from this month are our USB sticks in many different variations, based on everyday items from the fifties, sixties, seventies and eighties. The items are colour printed and contain a 1GB USB memory stick.

A2MODELS whishes everyone a happy new year!

For our entire collection please visit our website www.A2MODELS.nl where you can subscribe to our monthly newsletter!

Until now available car brands:

Alfa Romeo • Austin • Bedford • Borgward • Buick • Chevrolet • Chrysler • Citroën • DeSoto • Fiat
Ford • Hudson • Jaguar • Mini • Messerschmitt • Peugeot • Plymouth • Porsche • Renault • Rolls Royce
Saab • Simca • Studebaker • Trojan • Volkswagen • Volvo